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The Place To Be

Resort Hotel
– All Suites, Ipoh –

The Right Concepts

The Ideal Location

The Haven, A Divine Getaway!
Especially after the Lockdown

here are not many locations or resorts where
one can find peace, safety and comfort in every
way.
That’s why many have called The Haven
‘heavenly’.
In fact, The Haven has so many attributes or
concepts that it is considered the number one
resort in Malaysia. It is no wonder that it has won
58 prestigious brand awards, amongst them the
Global Winner for Luxury Family All-Inclusive
Hotel in the world! It has also won the Malaysia
Tourism Minister’s Award and Fiabci Malaysia
Property Award for Residential (High Rise).

That it is considered ‘heavenly’ is no surprise for
those who have visited or stayed here as The
Haven is on a historical site, dating over 200
million years. The boulder that is so strategically
placed is naturally framed with pre-historic
fossils and has been officially dated to be 280
million years old by world renowned geologist
Professor Dr Bernard Pierson of Belgium who
was holding the chairmanship of Shell in
Geological Science.
The Haven is possibly the only one of its kind
anywhere in the world where one can live by the
primary forest and in the urban city at the same
time. Within the lush hills, a multitude of wildlife,
flora and fauna thrives. A natural flowing lake
provides the ideal frontage for the
accommodation units.
The other attributes are desired and will be

sought by one and all, especially after the
uplifting of the pandemic. These includes food
and other facilities.
This resort has been thoughtfully planned and
operated as a family resort catering to the young
and old, for all generations, with ample attractive
facilities for even children and the disabled.
Its wide range of facilities includes a huge,
sea-horse shaped swimming pool, outdoor
heated jacuzzi, 600-metres jogging track that is
‘impaired-friendly’, fully-equipped gym, spa,
steam room, badminton, squash, table tennis,
tennis, basketball shooting courts, meditation
deck, amphitheatre, ballroom, seminar rooms,
business centre, children’s playground, junior
playroom, private helipad, and many more.
This is one of the rare resorts where food is
targeted to be as natural as it can get. The
Cuisines restaurant assures that it does not use
MSG or artificial additives and endeavour to use
fresh ingredients where possible. Within a very
short time, it has already achieved a recognition
as one of Perak’s best, being rated as one of the
top 3 rating slots.
All its units are of suites, mainly of 3 bedrooms
where it is indeed ideal for the family or for event
participants, and each unit comes with a
panoramic-view balcony for unobstructed airy
view of the priceless landscape that surrounds.
The self-sufficiency state of the resort, makes
it an exceptional destination for teambuilding
events, or for retirement residency and a second
vacation home.
Its locational convenience, 5 minutes from
highway with nature – pristine yet only 10–15
minutes from city centre and airport, and being

almost
equidistant
between
Penang & KL, or only an hour flight
from Singapore or Johor Bahru
makes this a convenient getaway
at any time of the year.
With unwavering commitment to
quality and distinction, and a
mission to contribute and serve,
The Haven is a passion project
which offers the “Mostest”. This
word has been purposively used
by the developer and the operator.
More so in this challenging time,
The Haven Ipoh offers a most safe
environment
amidst
nature,
perfect for those in need of
self-isolation, rest, recuperation or
to de-stress. Well-placed to receive
local guests, Malaysian will not
need to look oversea for 5-star
resort and hospitality location and
services.

In fact, the hotel has been having
‘spaced-out’ training throughout
the lockdown in preparation for its
lifting. It expects business to really
take off with the relaxation
expected very soon. As is shown
here
its
advertisement
on
billboards and social media is
nothing short of appealing.
So, if you ever need to ‘burst-out’
of your confinement, this is the
best ‘out-of-this-world’ resort to
escape to, where you can immerse
yourself in nature’s most wondrous
creation in a most convenient
location. The experience of the
service offered in this idyllic
sanctuary will leave you enchanted
for a long, long time!

